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Syllabus EDUC 809: Curriculum Theory and Practice
Section 001 – Winter 2003

Instructor: Vilma Mesa
Office: 2610 SEB
Phone: 647 9392
e-mail: vmesa@umich.edu
Meeting Time and Location: Tuesdays 1:00 pm-4:00 pm; Room 2232 SEB
Office Hours: Wednesday 12 noon-2:00 pm

Overview and Goals
The purpose of this course is to advance students understanding of contemporary

theoretical underpinnings of curriculum. In this course, the curriculum is understood as
both the explicit planned course of learning put before students, and the hidden or latent
experiences that students encounter in school settings. We will study postmodern,
feminist and queer, phenomenological, political, critical, autobiographical, aesthetical,
and theological theories in order to understand what these theories have to offer for
beginning an advanced inquiry into curriculum issues.

Beyer and Liston (1996) have proposed a set of seven core questions that serve as
a framework for beginning an inquiry into curriculum:

1. What is worth knowing and what is worth experiencing?
2. What conception of good life is implied by the curriculum?
3. Whose interests does the curriculum serve and for what kind of future is the

curriculum explicitly or implicitly preparing students?
4. What stand does the curriculum take on questions of democracy and diversity?
5. What is the relationship between the knowledge embedded in the curriculum and

those enacting the curriculum?
6. What kinds of relationships among school participants are best for enacting the

curriculum?
7. How do the broader social conditions influence the shape of the curriculum and

students’ experiences of the curriculum?

These questions will serve as a guide for discussing the theories, the readings, and
for framing the problems that the field is currently working on.

One major portion of the course will be devoted to conduct a small research
project on a particular curriculum issue that is important for each student. Thus, one
important goal of the course is for the students to be able to pose a problem, a question or
a series of questions that would address the problem, collect data that would facilitate
answering some or all of the questions, analyze the data, and produce a series of reports
on the state of their research. Class content, special activities, and discussions will be
organized to advance this goal.

A third goal of the course is for students to become familiar with research on
curriculum and to be able to evaluate the worth of reports related to curriculum issues.
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Expectations and Grading Policy
This 3-credit course is organized as a seminar format, in which the essential

feature will be the in-class critical weekly readings by all the attendees. Supportive,
productive, and critical inquiry into curriculum issues is both an aim and a means for the
course. Students are expected to attend all class sessions, to complete course readings
prior to the class for which they are assigned, to write a reflection memo based on the
readings, and participate actively in the discussions. Students are expected to inform the
instructor, preferably in advance, of absences.

Reading is a critical component of the course, and as an advanced graduate level
course, the reading load is substantial. It is expected that students will come to class
having read the assigned material thoroughly and thoughtfully and that they be willing to
share their understandings of the readings in order to contribute to the learning of all class
members.

Special forms of participation
Reflection memos: Students are expected to write a weekly reaction paper (1-2pp)

in which students organize their thinking about the ideas and arguments made by the
authors of each week’s readings. The memos end with two burning questions, questions
that remain unanswered after a careful deliberation about the readings. It is important to
note that more than summaries the memos are seen as opportunities for making informed
critiques of the ideas read. Although opinions are an important component of arguments,
it is expected that students begin to develop informed positions towards the ideas and be
able to defend those positions. Memos should be written prior to class, as they will be
part of the discussion, and will be handed to the instructor at the end of the class.

Article review: Once during the semester, students are responsible for both
locating a reading to share with the class and leading a class discussion of that reading.
Students are encouraged to select a reading that is very closely related to their research
projects. Articles can be chosen from the reference list accompanying the assigned
readings, but students can also look at other sources, such as JCT, or other scholarly
curriculum journal. Students will sign-up in advance for handling the article review
discussion. The articles should be placed in the course-pack folder (Erika Beck’s desk)
with enough time to allow for participants to make their own copies. The references
should be given to the instructor one week prior to the assigned discussion time. The
student leading the discussion is also responsible for writing a 1-2 pp critique of the
article discussed.

Research project: One common difficulty that theory has faced is its distance with
practice. This project is aimed at bridging theory and practice together. Students are
expected to develop a line of inquiry into a curricular issue that is important for them.
This will be a 5-stage process as follows
1. Identification of problem area: Curriculum issues can be present in a textbook or in a

course; it can be in the planned, the enacted, or the attained curriculum, etc. Where is
the issue located? Why is it important to know more about the issue?

2. Identification of question: As important as setting boundaries for the general problem,
which question is asked is equally critical. What questions could be asked within that
problem area? Which ones are researchable within the limits and constraints of the
course?
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3. Selection of theoretical and analytical frameworks: How the questions are answered
(and also which questions are posed!) depends to great extent on the lenses the
researcher is using to understand the problem. What frameworks seem more suitable
for answering the question? Which data is it reasonable to collect to answer the
question?

4. Data collection and analysis: The data will provide the source for the analysis, which
guided by the framework, will allow students reach to an acceptable answer to the
question posed.

5. Reporting: Probably the most important aspect of the investigation is to convey the
process to an audience. Students will present both orally to the class and in writing to
the instructor a report on their investigation, in which they will detail answers to each
of the steps 1-4 and include the results, findings, and conclusions. Students are
expected to follow the APA guidelines for conducting research, which include going
through IRB human subjects protection, when needed.

Examples of research inquiries include: understanding how policies regarding
curriculum reform are implemented, used, or understood by administrators, practitioners,
parents, the public, etc.; uncovering hidden messages in printed curricula about
conceptions of good life (or any other core question) and finding explanations for their
presence; understanding the effects of testing on curriculum implementation; etc.  These
are broad problem areas within which many questions can be posed. Part of the student’s
work is to set the boundaries for the problem areas and find a question that is
researchable within the constraints of the course. Students are expected to produce four
reports along the five steps outlined above:
• Report One, which is due on January 21, will contain students’ answers to issues

raised in stages 1 to 3.
• Report Two, which is due on March 4, will contain students’ revisions to Report One

and an indication of how the data collection and analysis is progressing.
• Report Three, which is due on April 1, will contain the previous to final report of the

research. It will be written as a research report and will contain all the main sections
of the report, with the exception of the conclusions section.

• Report Four (Final), is due the day in which the presentations are due, April 15 and
will be the final and revised version of the research report. It is expected that this
report would be suitable to send to a journal for publication. Therefore it is expected
that students be aware of the particular journal’s guidelines for authors.

Final grade

A letter grade (A, B, etc.) will be determined based on assessment of performance
in each of the special forms of assessment plus class participation, as follows:

Reaction papers. Assessed considering thoughtfulness, careful deliberation, and
substantive intellectual engagement with ideas of the text, insightful critique, style,
clarity, and the generation of important and challenging questions. Weekly reaction paper
will count for 20% of the final grade.
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Class participation. Assessed considering attendance, responsible contribution to
the class discussion, and meeting the weekly reading assignment requirement. Class
participation will count for 20% of the final grade.

Article review and discussion. Assessed considering the promptness in making the
readings available to the class participants, the quality of the discussion, and the
connections to the research report. This assignment will count for 20% of the final grade.

Research project.  The several stages outlined in the description will be
considered in assessing students’ performance on this project. This assignment will count
for 40% of the final grade.

A grade of A will be given to students who besides complying with the
assignments and deadlines provide thoughtful, creative, and original contributions to the
class, provide evidence of deep understanding of the material, and indications that are
able to advance their own lines of inquiry. Lower grades will be given when students
comply unevenly with assignments, or show partial interest on understanding the
readings or assignments, do not suggest nor propose original interpretations or innovative
lines of inquiry. A failing grade will be given when students do not comply with the
assignments, deadlines, or fail to participate actively in understanding the material or
prevent other members of the class to accomplish the course goals.

Readings and Textbooks
The readings for the course are available in Erika Beck’s office (4204) and in

IRIS. There are three required textbooks for the course, available at Ulrich’s Bookstore,
549 E. University. Phone: 662-3201:

• Dewey, John. (1934). A common faith. New Haven, CT: Yale University Press.

• Haggerson, Nelson. L. Jr. (2000). Expanding curriculum research and
understanding: A mytho-poetic perspective. New York: Peter Lang.

• Pinar, William; Reynolds, William; Slattery, Patrick; & Taubman, Peter. (2000).
Understanding Curriculum. New York: Peter Lang.
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Sessions
# Date Content
1 Jan 7 Seven questions; research details; syllabus discussion
2 Jan 14 Read

Pinar, Chapter 9: Curriculum as Poststructuralist, Deconstructed, and Postmodern Text
Haggerson, Chapter 1: Reconceptualizing Inquiry in Curriculum
Gough, N. (1999). Understanding curriculum systems. In J. Henderson & K. Kesson

(Eds.), Understanding democratic curriculum leadership (pp. 47-69). New
York: Teachers College.

Goodson, I. (1994). Chapter 8: Studying curriculum: Social constructionist perspectives,
Studying curriculum: Cases and methods (pp. 111-119). New York: Teachers
College.

3 Jan 21 Read
Pinar Chapter 7: Curriculum as Gender Text
Haggerson, Chapter 2: Hermeneutic Imagination
Greene, M. (1995). Chapter seven: The continuing search for curriculum, Releasing the

imagination: Essays on education, the arts, and social change (pp. 89-104):
Jossey Bass.

Greene, M. (1995). Chapter thirteen: Standards, common learnings, and diversity,
Releasing the imagination: Essays on education, the arts, and social change
(pp. 169-184): Jossey Bass.

Research Report One due.
4 Jan 28 Read

Pinar Chapter 8: Curriculum as Phenomenological Text
Haggerson, Chapter 13: Curriculum Theory, and Time, Space and Knowledge
Thiessen, D. (1989). Teachers and their curriculum-change orientations. In G. Milburn &

I. Goodson & R. Clark (Eds.), Re-interpreting curriculum research: Images and
arguments (pp. 132-145). London: Falmer Press.

Vaney, A. d. (1990). Instructional television without educators: The beginning of ITV. In
E. Ellsworth & M. H. Whatley (Eds.), The ideology of images in educational
media: Hidden curriculums in the classroom (pp. 107-120). New York:
Teachers College.

5 Feb 4 Read
Beyer, L., & Liston, D. (1996). Chapter 2: The new right: Individualism, free markets,

and character, Curriculum in conflict: Social visions, educational agendas, and
progressive school reform (pp. 29-64). New York: Teachers College.

Haggerson, Chapter 8: Education for Human Rights
Giroux, H. (1999). Dialectics and the development of curriculum theory. In W. F. Pinar

(Ed.), Contemporary curriculum discourses: Twenty years of JCT (pp. 7-23).
New York: Peter Lang.

6 Feb 11 Read
Pinar Chapter 5: Curriculum as Political Text; parts I-III, pp. 243-260
Haggerson, Chapter 7: Empowering Educators Through the Processes of Enfolding and

Unfolding Curriculum
Macedo, D. (1994). Chapter 1: Literacy for stupidification: the pedagogy of big lies,

Literacies of power (pp. 9-36). Boulder, CO: Westview Press.
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# Date Content
7 Feb 18 Read

Pinar Chapter 5: Curriculum as Political Text; parts IV-VI pp. 260-293.
Macedo, D. (1994). Chapter 4: English only: The tongue-tying of America, Literacies of

power (pp. 125-135). Boulder, CO: Westview Press.
Kincheloe, J. L. (1999). Critical Democracy and Education. In J. Henderson & K.

Kesson (Eds.), Understanding democratic curriculum leadership (pp. 70-83).
New York: Teachers College.

8 Mar 4 Read
Pinar Chapter 5: Curriculum as Political Text; parts VII-VIII pp. 293-314.
Research Report Two due.

9 Mar 11 Read
Pinar Chapter 6: Curriculum as Racial Text
Haggerson, Chapter 3: Philosophical Inquiry
Ellsworth, E. (1989). Why doesn’t this feel empowering? Working through the

repressive myths of critical pedagogy. Harvard Educational Review, 59, 297-
324.

10 Mar 18 Read
Pinar Chapter 10: Curriculum as Autobiographical/Biographical Text
Prain, V. (1997). Textualizing yourself in research: Some current challenges. Journal of

Curriculum Studies, 29, 71-85.
11 Mar 25 Read

Pinar Chapter 14: Curriculum as International Text
Slaughter, S. (1997). Class, race, and gender and the construction of postsecondary

curricula in the United States: Social movement, professionalization, and
political economic theories of curricular change. Journal of Curriculum Studies,
29, 1-30

12 Apr 1 Read
Pinar Chapter 11: Curriculum as Aesthetic Text
Kumashiro, K. K. (2000). Toward a theory of anti-oppressive education. Review of

Educational Research, 70(1), 25-53.
Research Report Three due.

13 Apr 8 Read
Pinar Chapter 12: Curriculum as Theological Text
Dewey, J. (1934). A common faith. New Haven, CT: Yale University Press.
Slattery, P. (1999). Toward an eschatological curriculum theory. In W. F. Pinar (Ed.),

Contemporary curriculum discourses: Twenty years of JCT (pp. 278-288). New
York: Peter Lang.

14 Apr 15 Final Research Reports due


